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Carbon-Nanotube–PDMS Composite Coatings on Optical
Fibers for All-Optical Ultrasound Imaging
Sacha Noimark, Richard J. Colchester, Ben J. Blackburn, Edward Z. Zhang,
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Polymer–carbon nanotube composite coatings have properties that are
desirable for a wide range of applications. However, fabrication of these
coatings onto submillimeter structures with the efficient use of nanotubes
has been challenging. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)–carbon nanotube
composite coatings are of particular interest for optical ultrasound transmission,
which shows promise for biomedical imaging and therapeutic applications. In
this study, methods for fabricating composite coatings comprising PDMS and
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with submicrometer thickness are
developed and used to coat the distal ends of optical fibers. These methods
include creating a MWCNT organogel using two solvents, dip coating of this
organogel, and subsequent overcoating with PDMS. These coated fibers are
used as all-optical ultrasound transmitters that achieve high ultrasound pressures (up to 21.5 MPa peak-to-peak) and broad frequency bandwidths (up to
39.8 MHz). Their clinical potential is demonstrated with all-optical pulse-echo
ultrasound imaging of an aorta. The fabrication methods in this paper allow
for the creation of thin, uniform carbon nanotube composites on miniature or
temperature-sensitive surfaces, to enable a wide range of advanced sensing
capabilities.
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1. Introduction

Polymer–carbon nanotube composite coatings have broad applicability for sensing,
including strain and pressure,[1,2] chemical
vapor and gas,[3,4] and biomolecules.[5–7]
For many applications, methods to create
and precisely deposit uniform composite
coatings with micrometer-scale thicknesses and efficient use of carbon nanotubes remain a critical challenge. Accurate
deposition onto submillimeter structures such as optical fibers is desirable
for minimally invasive sensing applications, but common thin film deposition
techniques such as spin coating[8] and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are not
well suited for this. Inkjet printing can
provide deposition over micrometer-scale
regions, but achieving uniform deposition
remains challenging due to “coffee-ring
effects.”[9–12]
Optical ultrasound transmission is
emerging as a promising application of
composite coatings for biomedical imaging, and polymer–
carbon composites have been highlighted as particularly
beneficial to optimize performance.[13–19] Optical ultrasound
transmission can be achieved with the photoacoustic effect, in
which the absorption of pulsed light by an engineered material
causes a pressure rise that propagates as an acoustic wave.[20]
For efficient conversion of optical to ultrasound energy, it is
desirable to use materials with both high optical absorption and
high thermal expansion coefficients.[20] Composites with carbonaceous optical absorbers within polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
elastomeric hosts fulfill these criteria and have resulted in particularly high conversion efficiencies.[14–19] To date, these composites have been developed largely on planar surfaces.[15–19]
Fiber-optic ultrasound transmitters are promising for interventional cardiology applications.[21] PDMS–carbon nanotube
composite coatings with thicknesses of ≈20 µm were achieved
on the tips of optical fibers,[14] which provided pressure amplitudes that were comparable to conventional electronic transmitters. Relative to conventional piezoelectric ultrasound transmission, optical transmission can provide broad bandwidths and
comparable pressure amplitudes, without the complexity of
electronic component assembly.[13,14] However, to fully realize
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the potential of optical ultrasound transmitters for biomedical imaging, where a large
range of ultrasound frequencies (high bandwidth) and large pressures amplitudes are
required to achieve high resolution and
sensitivity respectively, minimization of the
composite coating thickness is essential.[22,23]
Indeed, it has been estimated that ultrasound
attenuation in carbon–PDMS composites
with high optical absorption increases dramatically with thickness, reaching nearly Figure 1. Synthesized functionalized MWCNT-xylene and MWCNT-organogel coating formulations and SEM images of the resultant MWCNT films on a planar glass substrate (insets).
1 dB µm−1 at 100 MHz.[23]
In this study, we developed methods for
the creation of micrometer-scale multiwalled carbon nanotube
pyrene ligand. This MWCNT dispersion was stable for more
(MWCNT)–PDMS composites with high optical absorption, on
than 6 months. Addition of acetone resulted in the formation
the distal end faces of optical fibers. These methods included
of a MWCNT-organogel, which was stable at room temperature
the synthesis of a high concentration MWCNT formula(Figure 1).
tion and a MWCNT organogel, which were deposited using
Dip-coating deposition methods were used to deposit three
one-step and multistep dip coatings. These composites were
MWCNT–PDMS composite materials onto the distal ends
compared in terms of their performance as ultrasound transof optical fibers. The coatings differed significantly in their
mitters and exhibited high ultrasound pressures with broad
morphologies and optical opacities, as observed with light
frequency bandwidths. To demonstrate their strong potential
microscopy. With surface illumination, the MWCNT–PDMS
for use in biomedical ultrasound imaging, a fiber-optic transintegrated coating had a uniform, convex appearance across
mitter was paired with a fiber-optic ultrasound receiver to
the fiber surface (Figure 2a) that contrasted with the nonucreate a miniature, flexible probe, and all-optical pulse-echo
niform, concave appearance of the MWCNT-xylene coating
images of aortic tissue were acquired. The methods presented
(Figure 2b). With through-fiber illumination, the MWCNTin this paper allow for the creation of thin, uniform carbon
xylene/PDMS coatings were significantly more opaque to
nanotube composites on miniature or temperature-sensitive
light at the edges than in the center (Figure 2b). This spatial
surfaces, for a wide range of advanced sensing applications.
pattern of the coating is characteristic of coffee-ring solvent
drying effects where the thin coating at the center corresponds
to the observed bright region. In contrast, the MWCNT-gel
coating had a homogeneous appearance with both surface and
2. Results
through-fiber illumination, with no evidence of coffee-ring
effects (Figures 2c).
2.1. MWCNT Coating Deposition and Characterization
The optical transmission spectra of all coatings across
all fiber types were nearly uniform. Across measured waveHigh concentrations of MWCNTs dispersed in xylene
lengths, optical absorption was greater than 94% for the
(14 mg mL−1) were achieved using the oleylamine functionalized-

Figure 2. Distal end faces of optical fibers with three different MWCNT/PDMS coatings, either under dark conditions (top row) or illuminated through
core (bottom row). a) Integrated MWCNT–PDMS-coated, b) MWCNT-xylene/PDMS-coated, and c) MWCNT-gel/PDMS-coated. In the bottom row,
the bright regions in (a) and (c) correspond to the cladding, whereas the central bright region in (b) corresponds to “coffee-ring” staining effect. The
exposure time was the same for each image. Scale bar: 200 µm.
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Figure 3. SEM images of coated 200 µm fibers. a1) MWCNT-xylene coating, a2) Side-view of MWCNT-xylene coating (inset, side-view, scale bar: 1 µm),
b1) MWCNT-gel coating, b2) Side-view of MWCNT-gel coating, c) MWCNT-gel/PDMS coating (inset, side-view, scale bar: 50 µm), and d) MWCNTPDMS integrated coating.

MWCNT–PDMS integrated coating and greater than 97% for
both the MWCNT-xylene/PDMS and MWCNT-gel/PDMS
bilayer coatings.
Significant differences in surface morphologies across
the coatings were revealed by SEM imaging. The MWCNTxylene coating had a dimple in the center which is characteristic of a coffee-ring pattern (Figure 3a1), but there appeared
to be complete coverage of MWCNTs across the entire
fiber end face (Figure 3a2). The MWCNT-gel coating was
more uniform in its coverage than the MWCNT-xylene
coating, although the former had greater surface roughness
(Figure 3b1).
The high optical opacities of the MWCNT-xylene and
MWCNT-gel coatings contrasted with the small coating thicknesses. Side-view SEM imaging indicated that the MWCNTxylene coatings were less than 1 µm (Figure 3a2, inset); similar
values were observed for the MWCNT-gel coatings, although
there was greater variation in thickness across the fiber end
faces (Figure 3b1,b2). Overcoating with PDMS resulted in
domed surfaces (Figures 3c,d) that were typically 20 µm in
maximum thickness, as observed with side-view SEM imaging
(Figure 3c). The thickness of the integrated MWCNT–PDMS
coating was also ≈20 µm. SEM imaging of fractured planar
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surfaces revealed that the PDMS overcoat infiltrated the
MWCNT-xylene and MWCNT-gel coating to reach the underlying glass surfaces, thereby forming composites (Figure 3d,
Supporting Information).
The PDMS overcoat increased the mechanical robustness of the coatings. In its absence, the MWCNT-xylene and
MWCNT-gel coatings were easily damaged by the application
of tape (Scotch, 3M), or manual scratching using a stainless
steel scalpel blade. All coatings with PDMS remained intact
upon repeated application of tape and moderate applied scalpel
pressure.

2.2. Ultrasound Performance and Imaging
2.2.1. Optical Ultrasound Generation
Ultrasound generated by the three coatings differed in terms
of the peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes (Figure 4a). At a distance of 3 mm from the optical fiber end faces, the highest
pressure amplitudes were achieved with the MWCNT-gel/
PDMS coatings (1.36 MPa). By comparison, the amplitudes corresponding to the MWCNT-xylene/PDMS and the integrated
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Figure 4. Ultrasound characterization of 200 µm core diameter optical fibers coated with: (i) MWCNT–PDMS integrated coating (red line), (ii) MWCNTxylene/PDMS coating (green line), and (iii) MWCNT-gel/PDMS coating (blue line). a) Ultrasound pressures measured 3 mm from the end face of
coated optical fibers and b) corresponding power spectra, with maximum pressures referenced to 0 dB.

MWCNT–PDMS coatings were 0.68 and 0.91 MPa, respectively.
The peak-to-peak ultrasound pressures at the coating surfaces
approached values used for high-intensity focused ultrasound,
with 21.5 MPa achieved with the MWCNT-gel/PDMS coatings. The corresponding efficiencies of the integrated
MWCNT–PDMS coating, the MWCNT-xylene/PDMS coating,
and the MWCNT-gel/PDMS coatings were 0.37, 0.42, and
0.65 MPa mJ−1 cm−2, respectively. For all three coatings a significant reduction in the transmitted ultrasound power was
observed after reaching a threshold pressure of ≈4.5 MPa (Section 6.3, Supporting Information). Upon removal, there was no
visible damage to the fibers and they functioned as previously at
lower laser fluences. It is suspected that cavitation occurred due
to the large negative pressures generated, obstructing transmission. The results for the three coating types were highly reproducible (Section 6.3, Supporting Information).
Whereas the MWCNT-xylene/PDMS coatings generated
the smallest peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes, the bandwidth
(39.8 MHz) and the peak frequency (28.5 MHz) were both the
largest. The corresponding −6 dB bandwidths for the MWCNTgel/PDMS and the integrated MWCNT–PDMS coatings were
29.2 and 26.2 MHz, respectively, with peak frequencies of
19.4 and 20.9 MHz.
Ultrasound pressures obtained from subsequent measurements using the same MWCNT/PDMS coated fibers under
an identical irradiation regime were comparable, and visual
inspection of the coatings showed no damage to fibers. The
ultrasound signal level of all MWCNT/PDMS coated fibers
was stable upon exposure to laser fluence for extended periods
4
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of time (hours) and after multiple uses over a duration of 6
months.
With all-optical pulse-echo ultrasound imaging, the aorta was
clearly visualized. Depth variations in the tissue morphology,
including the tunica and the adventitia, could be observed and
visualization extended through the vessel wall (Figure 5). The
surface, which included a side-branch, was clearly delineated.
Visualization of a side branch was achieved and visible as a
hypoechoic region.

3. Discussion
This study presented a new bilayer coating paradigm for
fabricating carbon nanotube/PDMS composites with micro
meter-scale thickness onto optical fibers, and demonstrated
the use of these composites for optical ultrasound generation.
The bilayer coating methods effectively achieved submicro
meter thick, dense layers of MWCNTs (>97% absorption),
with PDMS infiltration. This contrasts with CVD methods,
where good PDMS integration is only achievable by growing
sparser, less absorbing (≈80%) nanotube films; PDMS cannot
infiltrate thick, vertically aligned nanotube forests, resulting in
poor heat transfer between the nanotubes and PDMS.[16] One
key advantage of the bilayer coating methods is the efficiency
with which the carbon nanotubes are used. By comparison,
with the integrated MWCNT–PDMS coatings, the nanotubes
within the coating formulation that are not deposited onto
the optical fiber become unusable once curing takes place.
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Efficient use of nanomaterials could make it practical to fabricate nanocomposites with exotic constituents such as high
purity single-walled carbon nanotubes. Additionally, the bilayer
coating methods may be advantageous from a biocompatibility
standpoint, as the nanotubes are completely covered with the
pure host polymer. These methods are a low-temperature, lowpressure alternative to CVD to achieve uniform, dense nanotube films on a variety of planar substrates (Figures 1 and 3,
Supporting Information).
These results have applicability beyond optical fibers and
optical ultrasound generation. Achieving dip-coating with an
absence of coffee-ring effects is important in inkjet printing,
where droplet surface morphology control is paramount.[9–12,24]
Coffee-ring stains result from a rapid solvent evaporation rate
at the droplet boundary, which cause a convective flow of particles from the center, toward the drying edge.[12] Opposing
“Marangoni” flows can be used to recirculate the solvent within
the drying droplet and redistribute particles to the droplet
center, reducing coffee-ring staining.[12] The MWCNT-gel formulation developed in this study exploits a two solvent, high
boiling point–low boiling point system to help balance the two
opposing flows and minimize coffee-ring coating effects, to
achieve optically homogeneous coatings at the end face of the
optical fibers. This MWCNT-gel technology has strong potential
for use in inkjet printing and, could also be readily translated
to larger surfaces such as those used for high-intensity focused
ultrasound.[15]
Miniaturization of imaging technologies is crucial for the
advancement of minimally invasive surgical procedures such as
cardiovascular interventions and minimally invasive fetal surgery. Varying the homogeneity and thickness of the MWCNT
layer in the composite coatings resulted in three miniaturized
all-optical ultrasound transmitters that demonstrated high
ultrasound pressures and imaging resolution. Importantly,
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Figure 5. All-optical ultrasound cross-sections of swine aorta. Transmission was performed with a MWCNT-gel/PDMS coating; reception, with
a Fabry–Pérot cavity. The tunica (T) and adventitia (A) are evident in all
cross-sections (x: lateral distance; z: depth), and a side branch (SB) is
visible in the middle one. The cross-sections were separated in the outof-plane dimension (y) by 5 mm.

transmitters with bilayer composite coatings performed better
in terms of bandwidths and ultrasound pressures than integrated coatings. These thinner, strongly absorbing composites
are more effective at optical ultrasound generation, since attenuation within the coating is minimized, particularly at high
ultrasound frequencies.[22,23]
To the authors’ knowledge, the MWCNT-gel/PDMS composite material in this study yielded the largest peak-to-peak
ultrasound pressures for optical fiber coatings to date, with
efficiencies of up to 0.65 MPa (mJ−1 cm−2) (surface acoustic
pressure to laser energy). These high pressures are likely due
to the uniformity of the MWCNTs across the optical fiber core
for uniform optical absorption (MWCNT-gel/PDMS coating),
and the small thickness of the nanotube–PDMS composite
region for low ultrasound attenuation (MWCNT-xylene/PDMS
coating). Higher efficiencies have been achieved with coatings
on large, planar surfaces,[17,19] which can be applied using techniques such as spin-coating that are not well suited to optical
fibers. The ultrasound bandwidths achieved in this study were
larger than most previously obtained with PDMS–carbon composites,[14,15,17,19] which is important for achieving high spatial
resolution. One exception can be found in the study of Vannacci et al., which yielded bandwidths beyond 150 MHz using
coatings on optical fibers;[25] however, the authors raised concerns about the degradation of their coatings with time.[25] For
the bilayer coatings in this study, improvements in bandwidth
could be likely achieved by minimizing the thickness of the
excess PDMS layer that overlies the composite. For the integrated coatings, decreasing the PDMS thickness while maintaining a constant optical absorption would require increasing
the MWCNT concentration; challenges include limits on the
achievable concentrations and reductions in the mechanical
integrity of the coatings. Ultra-sonication of the MWCNT formulations may also yield additional performance improvements to both integrated and bilayer coatings, which might
result from better MWCNT dispersibility and enhanced homogeneity of the MWCNT–PDMS composite solution (Section 6.3,
Supporting Information).
The MWCNT/PDMS ultrasound transmitters fabricated in
this study did not degrade with prolonged continuous use (as
observed during the 4 h image acquisition time period) and
exhibited good mechanical stability upon extensive use on tissues ex vivo. The results of the adherence and scratch tests
are promising for the targeted use of these miniaturized ultrasound transducers for guiding minimally invasive procedures,
where it is imperative that the coatings are not damaged and
adhere well to the optical fiber. Infiltration of PDMS through
the MWCNT network to the underlying glass substrate was
likely important for promoting strong adhesion of the composite coating to the fiber tip.
The all-optical pulse-echo images of swine aorta were
striking in terms of the detail that they showed, their imaging
depth, and their spatial resolution. With their small size
and high flexibility, these optical ultrasound transmitters
can readily be integrated into medical devices for improved
image-based guidance of minimally invasive procedures.
When paired with fiber optic ultrasound receivers, miniature
fiber optic ultrasound transmitters could also find applicability
in intravascular imaging, to guide the placement of stents in
5
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the coronary and carotid arteries. With their
small dimensions and their inherent MRI
compatibility, all-optical ultrasound is promising as an alternative to conventional intravascular ultrasound imaging. Visualization
of side branches of the aorta could be valuable for guiding the placement of abdominal
aortic aneurism stents, where identification
of the renal arteries can be of critical clinical
importance. Accurate control of the deposition of carbon–PDMS composites onto temperature-sensitive surfaces with an efficient
use of carbon nanostructures will enable the
development of a new generation of medical
devices.

4. Conclusion

Figure 6. Schematic of dip-coating methods for bilayer and integrated MWCNT/PDMS coatings. For integrated coatings, the substrate is dipped into a functionalized MWCNT-PDMS
composite solution. For bilayer coatings, the glass substrate is dipped into a functionalized
MWCNT-formulation (MWCNT-xylene or MWCNT-gel formulation) and subsequently dipped
into a PDMS solution.

This study reports the fabrication of three
all-optical ultrasound transmitters, using a
scalable strategy for the efficient deposition
of MWCNT/PDMS composites onto micrometer-scale substrates, with minimized wastage of expensive nanomaterials.
This coating technology is of broad interest, not only detailing a
new MWCNT-formulation to overcome coffee-ring features, but
presenting a simple route to coat larger substrates with highly
absorbing, micrometer-scale composites. The ultrasound transmitters achieved strong ultrasound pressures for large tissue
penetration depths, and wide bandwidths for high-resolution
imaging. Pulse-echo imaging studies demonstrated their high
performance, providing visualization of a high level of clinically
relevant detail throughout the depth of swine aorta tissue. The
combined resolution, penetration depths, and quality of the
tissue images demonstrate the potential of this technology, with
applications in guiding minimally invasive procedures such as
vascular and intracardiac interventions.

5. Experimental Section
Synthesis and Coating Deposition: Three MWCNTs coating formulations
were prepared. For each of them, the starting point was the synthesis
of oleylamine-functionalized pyrene[14,26] to functionalize MWCNTs
(6–9 nm × 5 µm, Sigma Aldrich, UK) and thereby facilitate their dispersion
in xylene (14 mg mL−1), a solvent compatible with PDMS. This dispersion
in xylene constituted the “MWCNT-xylene” coating formulation, and
it was also used to create the “MWCNT-gel” coating formulation, by
sonication with acetone (VWR, UK) in a 2:1 MWCNT-xylene:acetone ratio.
The latter formed a gel when it rested overnight at room temperature.
To prepare the “integrated MWCNT–PDMS” coating formulation, the
MWCNT-xylene coating formulation (1.3 mL) was manually mixed with
xylene (0.5 mL) and PDMS (1 g, MED-1000, Polymer Systems Technology,
UK) and used immediately due to rapid polymer curing.
The three MWCNT coating formulations were applied to the
distal ends of optical fibers using dip-coating (Figure 6) and for each
coating type, three coated fibers were prepared. Multimode optical
fibers (step-index, silica-core/silica-cladding; core/cladding diameter
200/220 µm) were mechanically stripped of buffer layers and cleaved
perpendicular to their axes. Each optical fiber was then inserted into
one of the three coating formulations (MWCNT-xylene; MWCNT-gel;
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MWCNT-PDMS), held stationary (20 s) and subsequently withdrawn
(6 cm min−1). To create bilayer coatings, which were termed “MWCNTxylene/PDMS” and “MWCNT-gel/PDMS,” the MWCNT-xylene and
MWCNT-gel coated optical fibers were dried (1 h) and subsequently
dip-coated with a PDMS solution in xylene (1 g PDMS:1.8 mL xylene).
For all three coatings, the PDMS was cured at room temperature (24 h).
Consistency of the coating deposition method was tested (Section 6,
Supporting Information).
While coating the distal ends of optical fibers was the primary
focus of this study, the integration of PDMS within the MWCNT-xylene
and MWCNT-gel coatings was tested using glass microscope cover
slips. Each glass cover slip was dipped in one of those two coating
formulations (20 s), withdrawn (6 cm min−1) and air dried (1 h). Half
of these coatings were subsequently postcoated with PDMS (1 g:1.8 mL
xylene), which was cured at room temperature (24 h).
Materials Characterization and Functional Testing: The optical
absorption of the composite coatings on the distal ends of optical
fibers was measured across the wavelength range of 400–1300 nm.
Broadband light from a halogen lamp (HL-2000-FHSA-LL, Ocean Optics,
Fl, USA) was delivered from the proximal end of a fiber; transmitted
light at the distal end was received by an integrating sphere (FOIS-1,
Ocean Optics, USA) and measured with two spectrometers (Maya2000
Pro (500–1000 nm) and NIRQuest512 (900–1300 nm), Ocean Optics,
USA). A noncoated, cleaved optical fiber was used as a wavelengthindependent reference and a dark measurement was obtained to correct
for background spectrometer signals.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the composites on the distal
ends of optical fibers was performed using secondary electron imaging
on a field emission instrument (JSM-6301F, JEOL, Japan) with an
acceleration voltage of 5 kV.
Ultrasound Characterization and Imaging: Ultrasound was generated
with pulsed laser light, with a pulse width of 2 ns and a wavelength of
1064 nm (SPOT-10-500-1064, Elforlight, UK). The pulse energy delivered
to the coating was 10.4 μJ, with a corresponding fluence of 33.1 mJ cm−2.
Ultrasound pressure measurements were performed with the distal
end of the optical fiber submerged in a water bath. Time-resolved
ultrasound pressure measurements at multiple spatial locations were
obtained with a bulk planar Fabry–Pérot sensor that was previously
described by Zhang et al.[27] This sensor was interrogated using
a continuous wave, tunable laser (Tunics T100S-HP CL, Yenista
Optics, France) operated in the wavelength range of 1500–1550 nm;
measurements were made across a grid of 10 mm × 10 mm with a
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spacing of 50 µm. The distal end of the optical fiber was 3 mm from
the sensor surface. These spatially resolved measurements were used
to calculate the ultrasound pressure at the distal end face of the optical
fiber, using numerical back-propagation.[28] Bandwidths were measured
with a piezoelectric membrane hydrophone receiver (400 µm element)
that was calibrated from 1 to 60 MHz (Precision Acoustics, UK), which
was positioned at a distance of 3 mm along the axis of the optical fiber.
All-optical pulse-echo ultrasound imaging was performed with
a miniature probe that comprised two fibers in apposition: one for
transmission and another for reception. The optical fiber used for
transmission had a MWCNT-gel/PDMS coating; the one used for
reception had a Fabry–Pérot cavity.[29] This probe was mounted on a
motorized two-axis translation stage (Thorlabs, MTS50/M-Z8E). Each
line scan was obtained with linear probe translation over a 10 mm
distance, with spacing of 50 µm between depth scans. Three line scans
were obtained, which were separated by 5 mm in a direction orthogonal
to the probe translation. At each point, ultrasound was generated and the
signal obtained from the Fabry–Pérot cavity was sampled at 250 MS s−1
(M4I.4420-X8, Spectrum, Germany). The data were preprocessed using
a method described previously by Colchester et al.,[13] and reconstructed
as a 2D image using the MATLAB k-Wave toolbox.[30] The sample was a
section of swine aorta ex vivo, which was cut along the longitudinal axis
and affixed to a cork ring to expose the inner lumen surface.
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